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Volunteer Birthdays
June-August

June 22      Mike Rosenbaum
July 8         Tim Franke
July 11       David Horn
                   Jennifer McCracken
                   Michael Hess
July 24       Jamie Pritchard
August 22  Brenda Stellema
August 28  Mary Jane O’Brien

Why Did the CYA Program Matter 
During COVID-19?

With the COVID-19 pandemic causing the world 
to stand still and shutdown, the CYA Program and  
volunteers who advocate for their youth continued 
to push on and progress through their work-even 
working from the safety of their own homes. 
Volunteers stayed in contact with their youth by 
talking on the phone, using video call platforms 
such as Zoom and remained creative to maintain 
connections by having virtual book clubs, visiting 
museums through online tours, eating dinner 
together through Zoom, and more! All of these 
efforts were critical in providing another layer of 
safety for the youth we serve at a time when 
supervision was minimized due to social 
distancing.

The CYA Program supported our volunteers 
throughout the pandemic by providing 
professional development opportunities and 
acknowledging all of the work being done with 
youth. Other efforts included providing various 
TedxTalks’s covering different tactics for 
mentoring, strategies to support youth during the 
pandemic were helpful in youth engagement. Our 
appreciation included volunteer highlights on 
Facebook and thank you cards for Volunteer 
Appreciation week.  The newest addition to the 
CYA Program toolbox was virtual CYA Cafe’s 
and a volunteer centered Facebook Group! This 
provided volunteers and the CYA staff an easy 
way to keep in touch and be there for each other 
to help in their cases. To learn how to join in on 
these networking opportunities, see the next page. 
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CYA Cafe
To join in on our CYA Cafes, 
look for an invitation email 
the week of a scheduled 
event with a link to a Google 
Meet. Please confirm you 
will attend and we will have 
a weekly discussion on 
different professional 
development topics to help 
with mentoring your youth. 
It’s a great way to stay 
connected and hope will join 
us. 

                                                     Skills for Mentors
According to The Center for Health Leadership and Practice, there are skills that a mentor should possess 
to be effective when working with youth. We will highlight a new skill each newsletter to help with your 

Active Listening 
Active listening helps with creating a rapport with your mentee and creates a positive and accepting 
environment that encourages open communication!


How to Practice Active Listening:  
• Show interest in what your youth is saying by reflecting back what they have told you and use positive 

body language like eye contact. 

• Hold back on discussing your personal experiences until the youth has thoroughly explained what 

situation is occurring in their life. 

• While visiting with your youth using virtual tools like phone or Zoom, limit your background noise and 

distractions to show that you are completely invested in your youth. 

• If you are using email or text as your source of communication, respond back to your youth within 24 

hours. 

CYA Facebook Group
To join our CYA Facebook 
Group, “like” & “follow” the 
Family Advocates Facebook 
Page and we will send you 
an invite to join our group! 
Once you get the invite, click 
it to join and you will have 
access to agency events as 
well as different resources 
for your work with your 
youth!

HOW TO JOIN OUR NEW VOLUNTEER 
ENGAGEMENT RESOURCES!
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Resilience in a Time of Crisis Webinar Overview  
with Resources 

This “Resilience in a Time of Crisis” webinar was hosted by Why Try, an organization that provides 
those who help youth with resources to succeed in life. In this webinar, the panelist speakers discussed 
how students are responding emotionally to the current pandemic. The following is an overview helpful 
to find reasons why students may not be doing well in their e-learning, the stages of grief and how 
youth show that they are in different stages of grieving, and how adults can assist youth in recovering 
from grief along with some resources you can use to help your youth through this time of uncertainty.  

Youth May Not Be Doing Well with E-Learning 
Because…


• They are in new surroundings that do not promote 
learning


• They have new responsibilities at home such as 
watching siblings while parents are essential workers


• The youth could be an essential worker

• The youth may not have access to necessities such 

as fresh air or food

• The youth may not have someone in their corner 

pushing them to do better or no supervision

• Youth may be in abusive households or around family 

members who abuse substances

• Youth could be surrounded by distractions from as 

little as cell phones to as big as losing someone due 
to the pandemic 


• Youth could be grieving the loss of milestones such 
as prom or graduation


• Loss of friends because parents take away their only 
way to contact their peers


FIVE STAGES OF GRIEF 

Youth Can Show Grief In Different Ways 
• Difficulty Sleeping

• Defiance

• Chandelering 

• Lack of Focus

• Avoidance

• Negativity

• Overplanning


Ways to Help Youth Through the 
Pandemic and Their Grief and 

Resources 

• Help youth by showing them what they can 
and cannot control and knowing your words 
matter. Feel free to look at these websites 
with loads of resources you can share with 
your youth to help with their mental health.


• https://www.hhs.gov/ash/oah/adolescent-
development/mental-health/how-adults-can-
support-adolescent-mental-health/resources/
index.html

• https://www.adolescenthealth.org/
COVID-19/COVID-19-Resources-for-
Parents-and-Teens.aspx
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